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1. Introduction. Let (X, T, tt) be a transformation group, where

A is a compact Hausdorff space. If T=R, the additive group of all

real numbers with the usual topology, this transformation group is

called a continuous flow. If T = Z, the additive group of all integers

with the discrete topology, this transformation group is called a

discrete flow. A transformation group (X, T, it) is called a minimal set

if for each xEX, the closure of the orbit of x is X. (See [2; 7; 12].)

In this paper we prove the following result: "Let (X, T, it) be a trans-

formation group, where A is a compact Hausdorff space and T is a

connected topological group or T acts trivially on Hn(X). If it is a

minimal set with cd(A)^» then Hn(A) = 0 for every proper closed

subset A of X." Here cd (A) is the cohomological dimension of X in

the sense of H. Cohen (see [3; 4]). In this paper, the Alexander-

Spanier cohomology group theory, with a fixed coefficient group G,

is used. This result has a few consequences: for example, the universal

curve of Menger and the universal curve of Sierpinski both can not

be minimal under a connected group. This was an open question

which was raised in an address (see [8]) by Professor W. H. Gott-

schalk. Using a similar approach we also prove the following result:

"Let (X, T, v) be a transformation group, where A is a compact Haus-

dorff space and it contains more than one point and T is connected.

If X is minimal and H"(X, D) 5^0 for some closed set D in X, then it

can not be disconnected by a closed subset of cohomology dimension

^w —2," which is a generalization of a well-known theorem of A. A.

Markov (see [ll]). This paper is also interesting in the use of Alge-

braic Topology in Topological Dynamics. The author wishes to take

this opportunity to express his indebtedness to Professor W. H.

Gottschalk and Professor H. C. Wang for their encouragement.

2. Theorems. It is known from [4] that for each ÇEHn(X, D),

f^O where D is a closed subset of X, there exists a closed subset A

of X such that f | (.4, AÍ~\D)9¿0 and for all proper closed subsets B

of A we have f | (B, B(~\D) = 0. We call this closed set A a floor with
respect to f.

Lemma 1. Let (X, T, tt) be a transformation group, where X is a com-
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pact Hausdorff space with cd(X) ^n and T is connected. If Hn(X) 9*0

then for each ÇEHn(X), $9*0, each of its floors A is an invariant closed

set of X under T.

Proof. We show tA=A for every tE T. Consider the commutative

diagram :

T X A -^-+T X X

fy

A-*->X

where f(a) = (e, a), where aEA and e is the identity of T, and ji and

j2 are the inclusion maps. Consider another commutative diagram :

TX A-^TXX

t
-+tA -:->X

where g(a) = (i, a) where aEA and a fixed tET, ji and jz are the in-

clusion maps and t(a)=ta. From the homotopy lemma (see [4]) we

know f* = g* on H"(TXA) to H"(A). Consequently ji* = i*j3* on

Hn(X) to Hn(A). It follows that the following diagram is commuta-

tive:

H*(X)

H"(tA)-> Hn(A)

Thus ß\A * 0 iff ß\tA 9± 0 for every ß E Hn(X). Since Hn(X)

-+Hn(AyJtA) is onto it follows that in the Mayer-Vietoris sequence

• • • -+ H"(A W tA) -h> H"(A) X Hn(tA) -> H"(A f~\ tA) -> • • •

Hn(A) X {0} is mapped isomorphically by ip into H"(Ai\tA). Thus if

A is a floor for the element ÇEHn(X), then AC\tA =A for all tET

so that A is invariant under T.

Remark 1. We notice that the proof is still valid if one assumes

only that T acts trivially on Hn(X) rather than that T is connected.

Theorem 1. Let (X, T, it) be a transformation group, where X is a
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compact Hausdorff space and T is a connected topological group (or T

acts trivially on Hn(X)). If (X, T, t) is a minimal set with cd(A) ^n,

then H"(B) — 0 for every proper, closed subset B of X.

Proof. Suppose there is a closed subset B of X with the property

that Hn(B) ?¿0, then, by the fact that cd(A) ^n, we have Hn(X) ^0.

For ÇEHn(X), f^O, there exists a closed subset A of X, which is a

floor with respect to f. By the preceding lemma (or Remark 1) we

know A is invariant under T. We know that (X, T, it) is minimal if

and only if whenever a closed subset A is invariant under T then

A=X. It follows that A= X. Since the natural homomorphism

Hn(X)~^H"(B) is onto, by the preceding argument, we have Hn(B)

= 0. The theorem is proved.

We have the following corollary immediately.

Corollary 1. Let (X, T, it) be a transformation group, where X is a

compact Hausdorff space and T is a connected topological group. Let

cd(X)£n. If there is a proper subset A of X such that Hn(A)^0 then

(X, T, it) is not a minimal set.

It is trivial that there is no minimal set (X, R, ir) with cd (A) =0

under continuous flow, except X contains a single point only. How-

ever, it is not the case if the transformation group is a discrete flow.

In fact, for example, every universal minimal set (X, Z, it) under

discrete flow (see [ó]) is of cd(A)=0, because X, in this case, is

totally disconnected. (See [4].)

The following corollary is an open question raised by Professor

W. H. Gottschalk in an address. (See [8].) The answer to this ques-

tion is negative.

Corollary 2. The universal curve, M, of Menger and the universal

curve, S, of Sierpinski both can not be minimal under any connected

topological group.

Proof. We know cd(M) = l and cd(5) = l and the fact that the

circle S' can be topologically embedded into both M and 5. We may

consider S' is a proper closed subset of M and 5 respectively. From

the fact ii1('S')5,£0 and Corollary 1, this corollary is proved.

Remark 2. Professor R. D. Anderson proved that M is a minimal

set under a certain discrete flow, (see [l]), and Professor W. H. Gott-

schalk proved that S is not a minimal set under any discrete flow,

(see [9]).

Corollary 3. Let (X, T, w) be a transformation group where X is a

compact Hausdorff space and T is a connected topological group. Let
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cd(X) ^n and xEX. If there exists a proper, closed subset A of Cl(Tx)

such that Hn(A) 9i0 then x is not an almost periodic point.

Proof. This is a consequence of Corollary 1 and the facts that if

x is an almost periodic point (e.g. see [7; 12]) then (C\(Tx), T, ir) is

minimal and cd (Cl(7*)) äcd(Z). (See [ó].)

Corollary 4 Let (X, Z, w) be a discrete flow where X is a compact

Hausdorff space with cd(X) ^n. Let t be the generator of Z. If (X, Z, w)

is minimal and if there exists a nonzero integer r such that tr is homolopic

to identity then Hn(B) =0 for every proper, closed subset B of X.

Proof. Let Z' be the subgroup generated by F of Z. Then (X, Z', t)

is a minimal set. Complete the proof by the Remark 1 after Lemma 1.

The following result, due to A. A. Markoff, is well-known. "Let

(X, T, w) be a transformation group, where X is a compact metrizable

space of inductive dimension n (we denote this by ind(X)=n) and

it contains more than one point and T is a connected topological

group. If X is minimal then it can not be disconnected by a closed

subset of inductive dimension ¿«-2." (E.g. see [7; 11; 12].) We

generalize this result as follows:

Theorem 2. Let (X, T, t) be a transformation group, where X is

compact Hausdorff space and it contains more than one point and T is a

connected topological group. If X is minimal and if there exists a closed

set D of X such that Hn(X, D)9£0 then it can not be disconnected by a

closed subset of cohomology dimension -¿.n — 2 and for every xEX, there

exists an open neighborhood Vx of x such that Hn(X, X— Vx) 9*0.

Proof. Let ÇEHn(X, D),^0 and let A be one of its floors. Then

it is easy to see that for every tE T, tA is a floor of (t*)'1^EHn(X, tD),

(i*)-if^0, where the isomorphism t*:Hn(X, tD)^>H"(X, D) is in-

duced by t. Suppose the X can be disconnected by a closed subset of

cohomology dimension ^¡n — 2, it is not hard to see that there exist

two closed proper sets B% and Bi such that X = BiVJB2 and Bi^JB2 = C

where cd(C) ^« — 2. Consider the following Mayer-Vietoris sequence,

-* H"~l(tA (~\C,tAr\Cr\tD)-* Hn(tA, tA Pi tD)

H»(tA r\ Bi, tAr\tDC\ Bi) X Hn(tA (~\ B2, lAC\tDr\ B2)

H"(tA n c, m rwz> n q -♦ ■ • •.
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Since cd(Q^«-2, we have cd(tAi\C, L4fUDnC) g»-2. Conse-
quently H"(tAf~\C,tAr\tDr\C)=H"-l(tAr\C, tAr\tDC\Q = 0. It fol-
lows that <f> is an isomorphism onto. Since tA is a floor of (¿*)_1f

EHn(X, tD), it*)'1!;?*0, <f> can not be isomorphic unless tAEBi,

or tA EB2. However, tA can not be contained in both Bi and B2,

otherwise tA EBiC\B2=C, cditA) gcd(C) g«-2 and Hn(tA, tA(~\tD)
=0 or (i*)-1r=0. Let Ti= {t\ tAEBh tET} and T2= {t\ tAEB2, tET}.
It is clear that Ti and T2 are closed and TiC\T2=d> and Ti\JT2= T.

We know, however, T is connected. This implies either 7"i or 7*2 is

empty. Say T2 is empty, we have tAEBi for all tET. Since X is

minimal, we have Cl(TA) =X = BU it follows that B2 is empty. The

first part of the theorem is proved.

For xEX-D, we choose VX = X-D; then D = X-VX. We have

Hn(X, X- Vx) = Hn(X, D)*0. For xEX-D, we have xED. Then

there exists txET such that xEtxD. Otherwise, txED for all tET.

Consequently C\iTx)=XED or X = D. It follows that Hn(X, D)

= Hn(X, A) = 0. A contradiction! Therefore, for xED, we choose

Vx = X-txD. Then H»(X, A- F*) =£r""(Ar, txD)^H"(X, D) ¿¿0.
Remark 3. The Theorem 2 is still valid, if we change the cohomol-

ogy dimension in the statement to be covering dimension or inductive

dimension. This is easily seen from the proof of Theorem 2.

Corollary 5. Let (A, T, ir) be a transformation group, where X is

compact Hausdorff space of cd (A) = n Covering dimension or inductive

dimension of X = n denote by cov(A) =n or ind(A) = n) and it contains

more than one point and T is connected. If X is minimal then it can not

be disconnected by a closed subset of cohomology dimension icovering

dimension, or inductive dimension) ^n — 2, and for every xEX, there

exists an open neighborhood Vx of x such that HniX, X— Vx) y^O.

Proof. Since cd (A) = n, there exists a closed set D in X such that

Hn(X, I>)5¿0. Complete the proof by Theorem 2 and Remark 3, and

well-known inequalities: cd (A) ^ind(A) and cd (A) ^cov(A).

Remark 4. Notice that the metrizability of X is not assumed in

Theorem 2 as well as Corollary 5.

Corollary 6. (Added in proof). Let (X, T, it) be a transformation

group where X is a compact Hausdorff space of ind(A) = » and T is

connected. If X is minimal then every point of X has the same dimen-

sion n.
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